Pictures were found at the following websites:

0 Falling down: [Link to image]

1 Child running: [Link to image]

2 Elbow swing with one partner: [Link to image]

3 “W” hand hold: [Link to image]

4 Right or left hand star with 4 people: [Link to image]

5 Huddle with 5 people: [Link to image]

6 Front basket with 6 people: [Link to image]

7 Hold hands and walk in a line with 7 people: [Link to image]

8 Texas star with 8 people: [Link to image]

9 Make a train by holding the shoulders of the person in front of you with 9 people: [Link to image]

10 Hold hands in a circle and walk around with 10 people: [Link to image]